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Women In Bio Founders’ Professional Development Scholarship winner, Ingrid Durenberger's, Recap of the Awarded Leadership Course

Leaders are those who are responsible for their world. This is the definition of leadership that I learned at the CTI Co-Active Leadership Experience, a leadership course I attended in Vancouver, BC in late February as a recipient of the 2017 Women In Bio Founders’ Professional Development Scholarship. I joined 2 facilitators and about 40 other students on the beautiful Vancouver waterfront for 3 days of learning and discovery of myself as a leader that are applicable to all aspects of not only my professional life, but my personal life as well. The Co-Active Leadership Model is a multidimensional model that starts from the premise that everyone has within them the capacity to lead. We choose to be a leader when we take responsibility for the world we are creating with every choice we make, every day. The Co-Active Leadership Model offers five different dimensions, five different ways to lead, depending on the needs of the moment. When Co-Active Leadership is really working, leadership is shared at every level in an organization or any other kind of community. The dimensions are designed to work together so that at different times the Co-Active leader plays all five roles, shifting fluidly from dimension to dimension. Continue to the full write-up.

WIB Boardroom Ready Program Celebrates Successful Board of Directors Placement

WIB has closed applications for the 2018 Boardroom Ready program and is pleased to celebrate the successful placement of past participants, most recently the appointment of Dr. Alpna Seth to Seattle Genetics Board of Directors. Boardroom Ready is now seeking experienced corporate board members from the life sciences industry to serve as mentors for the 2018 program candidates. Boardroom Ready mentors guide, encourage, and share experience-based knowledge with program participants.
It's Time for Spring Cleaning!
WIB-National is encouraging members to do some “Spring Cleaning” of their profiles. Please go to:

1. Manage Profile
2. Edit Bio
3. Once here, you can add and update information.

An updated profile, ensures you stay up-to-date on all the fun and exciting things Women In Bio has to offer!

BIO International Convention 2018 in Boston, Massachusetts
BIO International Convention is back in Boston, June 4-7, 2018, to celebrate history-making innovation. Join the global biotech community to discover the next generation of cutting-edge products, therapies, and cures…and how we are making history every day.

- Join 16,000 Global Business Development Leaders from 5,000 Companies
- Be a Part of 41,000+ BIO One-on-One Partnering™ Meetings in just 3.5 Days
- Attend 18+ Session Tracks, 250 Company Presentations and Start-Up Pitches
- Network with 1,800+ Exhibitors, Specialty Pavilions and Zones—plus top CRO’s and CMO’s

Learn more at BIO 2018 now.

Women In Bio Annual Plenary Event at 2018 BIO International Convention: “Lift While You Climb”
Adjacent the Biotechnology Innovation Organization (BIO) International Convention, please join us for our signature annual WIB Plenary Event on Monday, June 4, 2018, at the beautiful Westin Waterfront Hotel from 4:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m. Our two inspirational 2018 Plenary Event “Life While You Climb” speakers, Dr. Penny Heaton (CEO B&M Gates) and Dr. Nora Volkow (Director NIDA, NIH), will highlight their experiences as well as their support and encouragement of others while advancing their own careers. As with all Women In Bio events, our 2018 Plenary Event encompasses an inviting and fun environment for networking as it brings together people from all corners of the life sciences industry, and spawns new career and business opportunities. If interested in becoming a sponsor for this event, please send an email to info@womeninbio.org.

RESOURCES
WIB Video Library
Have you ever wished that you could view other chapters’ events? Now you can! This Member-Only benefit allows you to view previously recorded WIB events. Simply log into your WIB account to take advantage of this great resource and access the videos in our WIB video library!
**Women In Bio Partnership with SmartBrief**

WIB has partnered with SmartBrief to produce a weekly e-mail newsletter, *WIB SmartBrief*, which brings the most important and timely news stories about women in all areas of the life sciences. Learn more about "WIB SmartBrief" and sign up for this free enewsletter!

**Check Out WIB's Job Board!**

Women In Bio has a job board! Visit [http://wibcareercenter.com](http://wibcareercenter.com) to get started. Whether you are a job seeker, or looking to fill a position, this is the resource for you!

**Support WIB While Shopping at Amazon.com**

Did you know you can support us while shopping at AmazonSmile at no cost to you? Designate Women In Bio as the recipient organization of AmazonSmile's donations here. By doing so, Amazon will donate 0.5% of the price of your eligible AmazonSmile purchases to WIB. Thanks for your support!

**CHAPTER NEWS & EVENTS**

Upcoming Events

- **WIB-Chicago**, *Formula for Success: Blending Project Mgmt & SME for Successful Regulatory Compliance*, May 17, 2018
- **WIB-Pittsburgh’s 3rd Annual Family Picnic Potluck**, May 20, 2018
- **WIB-RTP Join RTP at the Ballpark for a Networking Homerun**, May 20, 2018
- **WIB-Philadelphia Metro MEET in NJ at AMICUS Therapeutics**, May 23, 2018
- **WIB-Southern California Presents, "iTalk: Women Leaders Impacting Life Sciences,"** May 23, 2018
- **WIB-Atlanta Presents CDC Museum Tour & Reception “Ebola: People, Public Health and Political Will,”** May 24, 2018
- **WIB-Capital Region, “Succession Planning: Organizational Effectiveness, Exit Planning & the Next Chapter,”** May 24, 2018
- **Women In Bio Annual Plenary Event at 2018 BIO International Convention: “Lift While You Climb,”** June 4, 2018
- **WIB-Greater Montreal Presents: “Disruptive Technologies in the Life Sciences and Healthcare,”** June 12, 2018
- **WIB-Atlanta: “How much do you know about personal finance management?,”** June 19, 2018

**Jump to Chapter Sections**
WIB-Atlanta Presents CDC Museum Tour & Reception, “Ebola: People, Public Health and Political Will”

Ever wonder how CDC scientists merge old-fashioned detective work with cutting-edge science to crack the cases of mystery diseases? Get the Story! Join the Atlanta Chapter of Women In Bio May 24, 2018, and event partners, Georgia Bio, the Georgia IP Alliance, and the Georgia Global Health Alliance for a tour of the CDC Museum followed by a networking reception.

WIB-Atlanta: "How much do you know about personal finance management?"

So, you think you know all about money management? Li Ding, once a Medical Physicist now a Senior Independent Financial Advisor, will speak on the importance of personal finance management for women in STEM.
WIB-Capital Region, "Succession Planning: Organizational Effectiveness, Exit Planning & the Next Chapter"
Join us, May 24, 2018, for an expert panel discussion and luncheon hosted by BDO in partnership with the Women In Bio and WWLI.org to discuss succession planning for corporate career paths and individual business owners looking to move on or exit their businesses. Beyond working to mentor your successors so that you can move up and/or on, we will discuss the typical transaction life cycle, analyze how an estate planning and gifting strategy could be beneficial before exit events from a tax perspective, and how to position your company for the due diligence process. BDO is a U.S. professional services firm providing assurance, tax, financial advisory and consulting services to a wide range of publicly traded and privately held companies for more than 100 years through over 60 offices and more than 450 independent alliance firm locations nationwide.

WIB-Capital Region 2018 MAPs Peer Group Enrollment is Open!
Are you interested in being a part of a peer mentoring group? Good news! Enrollment for the Capital Region MAPs groups is now open! If you're interested in being a part of this program, please fill out our enrollment survey.

WIB-Capital Region Facebook Group
Stay up-to-date with all the events at WIB-Capital Region. Please join our new Capital Region Facebook group. The link is https://m.facebook.com/groups/1904793249842010?ref=bookmarks
WIB-Chicago “Formula for Success: Blending Project Mgmt & SME for Successful Regulatory Compliance”
Life Science businesses face an increasingly complex landscape of regulatory compliance requirements—and it’s only going to get more complicated. In this deep-dive presentation, a subject matter expert (SME) and project managers share insights on how Fresenius Kabi successfully established and leveraged a disciplined project management structure to complement subject matter expertise—not only to comply with the complex demands of the November 2017 Drug Supply Chain Security Act mandate, but to lay the groundwork for long-lasting organizational change. Join us to:

- Learn the key challenges and lessons learned from helping life science teams meet regulatory compliance
- Gain insights on what's involved in leading cross-functional teams throughout the compliance process
- Understand the dynamics involved in developing a solid project management structure that will help move the organization into the future.

Calling all golfers! Support WIB and Cures Within Reach with "Longest Day of Golf"
WIB-Chicago is thrilled to be partnering with Cures Within Reach for the Longest Day of Golf on June 11, 2018. Join us for a golf tournament, unlike any other. Each year, 24-40 players golf from dawn til dusk raising money to fund a repurposing clinical trial. In support of this amazing effort, Cures Within Reach secures a private course, and provides players with refreshments, carts, prizes, and encouragement. This year, golfers can participate on behalf of WIB-Chicago and raise money for both organizations! Registered players contribute or raise a minimum of $1,000. We are happy to help you reach your fundraising minimum by creating your personal donation page & providing you with example emails, informative PDFs, social media posts. On the day itself, players enjoy open play at Ravina Green in Riverwoods, IL from dawn til dusk. Don't miss this opportunity to support WIB-Chicago and cancer research. To register to play on behalf of WIB-Chicago, contact Nancy Reid at nreid@womeninbio.org. For more information, visit http://www.cureswithinreach.org/event-calendar/ldog2018.
8th Annual Diversity, Inclusion, & Health Equity Symposium
The 8th annual Diversity, Inclusion, & Health Equity Symposium is a leading annual, collaborative event focusing on health equity and health disparities in the U.S. The symposium brings together leading healthcare professionals, executives, physicians, patient groups, patients, researchers, academics, clinical trial professionals, and diversity and inclusion advocates to discuss health equity in the life sciences and the health sectors. The symposium focuses on the latest trends, challenges, opportunities in both the marketplace and workplace, with a specific focus on how to best serve an increasingly diverse patient base. We also aim to address the broader health disparity challenges in the U.S., and the symposium equips attendees with the latest insights and ideas. Attendees will learn practical solutions, share perspectives, and meet new industry and marketplace colleagues.

Remembering Professor Neena Schwartz
We are saddened to share that Professor Neena Schwartz, an inspirational member of our WIB-Chicago community, recently passed away. Professor Schwartz was a trailblazing researcher of endocrinology over a career that spanned over 50 years. She was a tireless mentor to women in science and an active advocate. Notably, Professor Schwartz and a group of 27 female colleagues founded the Association for Women in Science (AWIS) in 1971, with the goal of increasing the number of women in tenure track positions and study sections to review grants at the NIH. In 1974, AWIS sued the NIH to stop all appointments to study sections. When provided with a list of 413 vacancies by the NIH, AWIS responded with a list of 1000 qualified women scientists. In addition, under the auspices of the Endocrine Society, Professor Schwartz co-founded Women in Endocrinology in the 1970s. She served as president of the Association of Women in Science (1971-1973), president of the Society for the Study of Reproduction (1977-1978), and president of the Endocrine Society (1982-1983). She received both her MS (1950) and Ph.D (1953) degrees from Northwestern, where she was the only woman Ph.D student in the Department of Physiology. After teaching at the University of Illinois and Michael Reese Hospital for nearly twenty years, she returned to Northwestern to teach in 1973, becoming the chair of the biology department a year later. She served as the Director of the Center for Reproductive Science and later as interim dean of Weinberg College of Arts & Sciences at NU before retiring from the University in 1999. WIB-Chicago was thrilled to have Professor Schwartz serve as our keynote speaker at our inaugural event in 2010. She shared her story and insights on the importance of women working together to foster career development. Professor Schwartz was a tireless supporter of women in our local life science community, and she will be deeply missed.
WIB-Boston YWIB and Akebia Therapeutics Invite High Schools to Explore Science Career Options

Did you know that a career in science or biotechnology doesn't only mean working in a lab? May 30, 2018, WIB-Greater Boston invites high school girls to visit Akebia Therapeutics to learn more about the variety of science career options available to you, both in the lab and in the office.

WIB-Greater Montreal: "Technologies perturbatrices dans les sciences de la vie"

Avec la progression à un rythme record des technologies, nous subissons un changement radical dans notre façon de mener les affaires, non seulement dans les sciences de la vie, mais également dans tous les secteurs d'activité. Les technologies émergentes telles que les chaînes de bloc ("blockchain"), l'intelligence artificielle (IA) et l'apprentissage profond ("deep learning") sont en passe de révolutionner la collecte et l'interprétation des données, les systèmes de soins de santé et le développement de produits. En juin 2018 à Institut NÉOMED, la section régionale Femmes en Bio du Grand Montréal organisera une conférence d'une demi-journée réunissant des experts et des innovateurs pour discuter des défis ainsi que des opportunités offertes par ces nouvelles technologies. Les experts présenteront l'évolution des technologies perturbatrices dans les sciences de la vie et de la santé et fourniront des explications plus approfondies sur les chaînes de bloc et l'intelligence artificielle. Des tables rondes permettront d'évaluer les applications de ces technologies dans le secteur et les opportunités et les défis qu'elles présentent. La séance finale se penchera sur la mise en œuvre des technologies perturbatrices dans le système de santé québécois. Le panel de conférenciers et d'intervenants comprendra des experts en chaînes de bloc, intelligence artificielle, apprentissage profond et éthique, des entrepreneurs du secteur de l'intelligence artificielle et des professionnels du développement de produits. Cette conférence vise tout particulièrement les personnes impliquées dans le développement de produits, la recherche clinique et fondamentale, l'industrie pharmaceutique et la finance.

WIB-Greater Montreal Presents: "Disruptive Technologies in the Life Sciences"
and Healthcare"

With technology advancing at record pace, we are experiencing a seismic shift in the way we do business not only in the life sciences, but across all sectors. Emerging technologies such as Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence (AI), and Deep Learning will revolutionize data collection and interpretation, healthcare, and product development. In June 2018 at the NEOMED Institute, the Greater Montreal chapter of Women In Bio will host a half-day conference bringing together experts and innovators to discuss the challenges as well as the opportunities offered by these new technologies. Experts will present the evolution of disruptive technologies in the life sciences and healthcare, followed by more in-depth explanations of blockchain and AI. Panel discussions will assess the applications, opportunities, and challenges that these technologies present to the field. The final session will address implementation of disruptive technologies in the Quebec healthcare system. Speakers and panelists will include experts in blockchain, AI, deep learning, and ethics, entrepreneurs in the AI sector, and professionals in product development and support. This conference will be interesting for people involved in product development, clinical and basic research studies, pharma, and finance.
now has a strong STEM program as part of the WIB-Metro New York YWIB Chapter.” The goal of the Rutgers event was to reach out to schools across school districts to introduce New Jersey high school students to science careers and the steps to take to pursue those careers, while giving them hands-on experience and opportunities to meet women in different areas of science. Join us for the complete write-up and photos.

**WIB-Metro New York YWIB: Curious About Careers in Biomedical STEM?**

On March 23, 2018, the WIB-Metro New York Young Women In Bio Chapter hosted, “Curious About Careers in Biomedical STEM?” at Celgene Corporation in Summit, New Jersey. The event started with a lively introduction and a DJ playing music while each of the schools stood up to cheer when announced. 168 students attended from 9 New Jersey schools. Four student groups toured the Oral dosage form facility, Analytical lab, and Biologics development & manufacturing. Nine speakers from various backgrounds (BS, MS, PhD, MD/Sciences, Engineering, Law) presented their educational background, their career development, and gave advice to the students. All students were given a Celgene t-shirt and a YWIB career overview handout.
WIB-Philadelphia Metro MEET in NJ at AMICUS Therapeutics

Join Women In Bio – Philadelphia Metro, May 23, 2018, at our very first New Jersey networking event. We will be hosting a free form mixer at the Cedar Brook Corporate Center which is home to approx. 20+ life science companies. WIB leadership will introduce themselves and provide information about their roles and about WIB activities and events.
**WIB-Philadelphia Call for volunteers**
Looking to get more involved in WIB? WIB Philly is looking for volunteer members for the Membership and Communications Committees!

- **Membership Committee**: Chair: Jennifer Wampler Co-Chair: Karen DeLone  
  **Responsibilities**: Involved in planning of semi-annual membership drives and social media outreach to new members. Promote WIB membership at local events

- **Communications Committee**: Chair: Stacey Treichler Co-Chair: Robyn Sussman Member: Jessica Rickbaugh  
  **Responsibilities**: Promotion of events and WIB initiatives through email, website, and social media. Engaging the WIB-Philadelphia community through social media and surveys. Updating WIB-Philadelphia’s webpage with event recaps and chapter news.

Please email Philadelphiametro@WomenInBio.org if you have interest in joining either committee.

---

**Women In Bio-Pittsburgh’s 3rd Annual Family Picnic Potluck**
Tired of staying inside all winter and want to start the spring with a relaxing picnic in the park? Women In Bio-Pittsburgh welcomes all to the 3rd Annual Picnic Potluck at Anderson Shelter in Schenley Park. Family, friends, and non-members welcome! Come out to enjoy the company of your fellow WIB community, friends and family and connect with each other. Kids can also enjoy the adjacent ‘Dinosaur’ playground. Main dishes and beverages will be provided. Attendees are encouraged to bring a side dish or dessert to share. If you would like to see what others are bringing and sign-up your own dish, please visit our potluck sign up page.

WIB-Pittsburgh hosted Paula Brown Stafford and Lisa T. Grimes, two successful life science professionals and authors, for an inspiring, candid and sincere discussion on May 1, 2018. The evening kicked off with an informal mingling and refreshment session. Afterwards, Paula and Lisa
discussed personal experiences and insights shared in their new book, *Remember Who You Are: Achieve success. Create balance. Experience fulfillment*. Throughout their combined 60 plus years working at the highest levels in the CRO, pharma, and healthcare industries, both Paula and Lisa have faced the struggle to create balance and fulfillment in their lives while achieving success. Because these women are authentic, generous, and transparent, they quickly established a safe conversational environment opening up the floor to vulnerable questions dealing with guilt, failure, and self-doubt. Attendees also shared their favorite (highlighted and post-it noted) sections of the book, expressing gratitude for the guidance and honesty found in the book. Paula and Lisa remained available after the discussion to personally dedicate and autograph books. *Remember Who You Are: Achieve success. Create balance. Experience fulfillment*. is a quick read but one that the reader will likely go back to again and again. Get the highlighters and post-it notes ready! WIB-Pittsburgh is immensely grateful to Paula and Lisa for the discussion and for encouraging us all to remember who we are.

Connect with us!
Join WIB-RTP at the Ballpark for a Networking Homerun

WIB-RTP is excited to invite the whole family for a spring social event at a Durham Bulls game! Come mingle with others in the life sciences field while having a blast at the ballpark. Kids, significant others, and friends are welcome – and kids get to run the bases after the game! We’ve got a great group of seats in Section 214, so we hope to see you there.

San Francisco Bay Area
SanFrancisco@WomenInBio.org

WIB-San Francisco YWIB: Clovis Oncology Job Shadowing Day for Lincoln High School Students

While the San Francisco Bay Area continues to be an important hub for leading biotech firms, women are still significantly underrepresented in STEM jobs. Fortunately, a number of high schools in San Francisco are cultivating a pool of talent for the biotech industry. The biotech career pathway programs at Raoul Wallenberg High School, Galileo Academy of Science and Technology and Abraham Lincoln High School are engaging students in work-based learning opportunities that support their technical education in biotechnology. During the San Francisco Unified School District’s Spring Break, Clovis Oncology provided a work-based learning opportunity to 7 young women of the Abraham Lincoln High School’s biotech program. With the help of Young Women In Bio (YWIB), Clovis Oncology provided each of the 7 young women with a mentor for a job shadow experience. Each mentor represented various areas of expertise in the biotech industry -- human resources, clinical research and operations, business analytics, commercial operations and project leadership. While the girls experienced a day-in-the-life of a professional in biotech, one of the biggest takeaways from their job shadow day was the advice they received from their mentors. Having had some time to look back and think about what they’ve learned during their career journeys, the mentors shared some advice with the young women that can help them navigate through their education and career journey. [Click here](#) for 10 pieces of advice from Clovis Oncology mentors.
WIB-San Francisco: Join One of Our Growing MAPs Programs!
The WIB-San Francisco Bay Area’s MAPs program is growing and we now have several opportunities to be mentored or become a mentor!

**Interested in being a MAPs mentor?** If you would like to make a difference in the lives of aspiring scientists by helping them choose their next steps, we encourage you to join our 1:1 programming:

- **1:1 mentoring for postdoctoral fellows and all other career professionals:** Usually 1-2 hours/month per mentee. Ideal mentors are mid-senior level professionals. [Sign up to mentor a postdoctoral fellow or other career professional.](#)

- **Opportunities to network with other 1:1 mentors coming soon as well!**

**Interested in finding a mentor?** There are currently two main ways you can get involved with mentorship activities:

- [Sign up for our 1:1 mentoring program](#) if you’re seeking for an experienced mentor who can guide you though career decisions, share their experienced outlook and advise you on specific topics such as entrepreneurship, leadership, work-life balance, career options etc.

- [Join our peer groups](#) to meet and build meaningful relationships with professional women in monthly meetings that will be structured around a specific theme. These small, focused groups are regional, all across the Bay Area, making meeting face to face much easier!

Join the new WIB-San Francisco Bay Area Facebook Group!
The WIB-SF Bay Area Chapter is transitioning from a Facebook Page to a Facebook Group to better support engagement among our membership! Please join our new group (https://www.facebook.com/groups/wibs/) today to stay up-to-date on all the exciting programming we have planned for you. We will completely transition over to the new Facebook Group soon, so be sure to join now to avoid missing out on any future announcements!

Seattle
Seattle@WomenInBio.org

Connect with us! LinkedIn Twitter Facebook

(YWIB) LinkedIn Facebook

Women In Bio Founders’ Professional Development Scholarship winner, Ingrid Durenberger’s Recap of the Awarded Leadership Course

Leaders are those who are responsible for their world. This is the definition of leadership that I learned at the CTI Co-Active Leadership Experience, a leadership course I attended in Vancouver, BC in late February as a recipient of the 2017 Women In Bio Founders’ Professional Development Scholarship. I joined 2 facilitators and about 40 other students on the beautiful Vancouver waterfront for 3 days of learning and discovery of myself as a leader that are applicable to all aspects of not only my professional life, but my personal life as well. The Co-Active Leadership Model is a multidimensional model that starts from the premise that everyone has within them the capacity to lead. We choose to be a leader when we take responsibility for the world we are creating with every choice we make, every day. The Co-Active Leadership Model offers five different dimensions, five different ways to lead, depending on the needs of the moment. When Co-Active Leadership is really working, leadership is shared at every level in an organization or any other kind of community. The dimensions are designed to work together so that at different times the Co-Active leader plays all five roles, shifting fluidly from dimension to dimension. Continue to the full write-up.
WIB-Southern California Presents: "iTalk: Women Leaders Impacting Life Sciences"
Join our panel of three "fearless females" who are setting the agenda in the life sciences. Find out what it takes to start a biotech company, bring a new perspective to a venture fund, and move from the lab to the C-suite. Our panelists will share stories about their journeys, what challenges they have faced along the way, and what advice they have for all entrepreneurs looking to lead. Whether you are starting a company, growing a company, or wanting to advance your career, there will be something in this discussion for everyone. Gentlemen, you are not only invited but wanted and needed in this timely conversation. This event is co-hosted with LaunchBio. Please register at: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/women-leaders-impacting-life-sciences-tickets-45484970772

WIB-Southern California: Finding Your Niche in Career Success
On April 24, 2018, the Southern California chapter of Women In Bio hosted an event focused on finding your niche for career success. The event was sponsored by IQVIA and the law firm Latham & Watkins and was held at their beautiful Carmel Valley location. After the networking reception with wine, beer, and delicious spring rolls and other snacks, Julie Fishman introduced the event's speaker, Amy Bergen. The talk was very interactive and was meant to guide the attendees toward finding success in their careers. A career is the result of skills, education, interests, vision, and goals. When thinking about your career goals, do not think about a specific position, title, or company; rather, think about your strengths and vision. When mapping out your career path, be clear about what you want, develop a plan to make it happen, and continuously seek opportunities to grow and develop inside or outside your current company. Join us for the the full write-up.
Texas
Texas@womeninbio.org

**WIB-Texas Launch Event and Celebration of International Women’s Day**
On March 8, 2018, we celebrated International Women’s Day with our inaugural chapter event hosted simultaneously in Houston and Austin. This event featured Dr. Susan Miller, the John S. Dunn, Sr. Research Chair in General Internal Medicine at Houston Methodist. The event was a great success with an overall attendance of over 60 attendees. Dr. Miller discussed her extraordinary career path and shared her passion with all attendees in a dynamic Q&A session (video broadcast available on Facebook at Women In Bio Texas).

![Event Image]

**WIB-Texas Would Like To Hear From You!**
We look forward to many more great events with our 2018 programming that includes:

- **Summer Event:** WIB/YWIB joint event: Screening of the documentary, “Dream, Girl”
- **Fall Event:** Special Speaker: Dr. Dorit Donoviel, Director of the Translational Research Institute for Space Health at Baylor College of Medicine; 20+ years leadership experience as director of R&D overseeing diverse areas of biomedical research.
- **December Event:** “Get to Know WIB-Texas: A Speed Networking Event”

Most importantly, we want to organize events that meet your interests and needs. We would love your feedback on past events as well as your thoughts on what types of future events you would like to attend. We would greatly appreciate if you could answer this quick, 3-minute survey. Thank you in advance for your help!
OTHER INTERESTS

To take advantage of a free subscription to *WIB SmartBrief*, a weekly newsletter that will keep you updated about women making a difference in biotech and life sciences, please sign up here.

Women In Bio is Partially Funded by Our National Sponsors
www.WomenInBio.org

Women In Bio is Partially Funded by Our National Sponsors

National Premier Sponsors

National Elite Sponsors
www.WomenInBio.org
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